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We attempt to get a polynomial solution to the inverse problem, that is, to determine the form of the
mechanical Hamiltonian when given the energy spectrum and transition dipole moment matrix. Our
approach is to determine the potential in the form of a polynomial by finding an approximate solution
to the inverse problem, then to determine the hyperpolarizability for that system’s Hamiltonian. We
find that the largest hyperpolarizabilities approach the apparent limit of previous potential optimization
studies, but we do not find real potentials for the parameter values necessary to exceed this apparent limit.
We also explore half potentials with positive exponent, which cannot be expressed as a polynomial except
for integer powers. This yields a simple closed potential with only one parameter that scans nearly the
full range of the intrinsic hyperpolarizability. The limiting case of vanishing exponent yields the largest
intrinsic hyperpolarizability. © 2016 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The core component photonics industry was estimated to be
$182 billion USD near the end of 2015,[1] where many of these
technologies use nonlinear optical materials. The fundamen-
tal limit of nonlinear optical coefficients [2] derived from the
Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rules [3–5] using a three-level
ansatz restrict the intrinsic nonlinear response of molecules to
a maximum value based on the energy spacing of the two low-
est states and the number of electrons. Since the discovery of
these limits, several studies on the shape of quantum wells
have been undertaken in an attempt to find quantum poten-
tials that achieve this limit.[6] Thus far, such attempts using
optimization techniques for one- [7, 8] and two-dimensional
[9–11] systems have been unable to achieve the limit, where
there appears to be a gap between the largest hyperpolarizabil-
ity from optimized potential calculations and the fundamen-
tal limit.[12] In addition, there also appears to be a gap be-
tween the largest known intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities via mea-
surements of real molecules and the largest value obtained by
optimizing mathematical potentials.[12–15] Recently, new ap-
proaches to the design of real molecules with larger nonlin-
ear optical coefficients have been explored including systematic

searches using multipolar charge-density analysis from crystal-
lographic data, [16–18] extended conjugation of donor-acceptor
molecules,[19, 20] twisted donor acceptor molecules,[21–24]
and plasmonic clusters.[25, 26]

The fundamental limit is derived from the Hamiltonian ap-
pearing in the Schrödinger equation using the commutative re-
lationship between the canonical position and momentum op-
erators. Therefore, the position-dependent potential does not
affect the fundamental limit, making it a fully general result
that must be obeyed by all quantum systems so described. The
observed gap between the largest hyperpolarizabilities calcu-
lated from a potential and the fundamental limit is of concern.
One explanation for the difference is that the parameters used
to calculate the limit from the TRK sum rules may be unphys-
ical. This notion has led researchers to recently consider more
exotic Hamiltonians in search of the limit.[27–30]

In an attempt to understand the gap between the previously-
reported largest hyperpolarizability from optimized scale-
invariant potentials and the fundamental limit, we search for
potentials that might yield the largest response. Our approach,
which is independent of the others tried to date, seeks to find
an approximate solution to the inverse problem of finding the
potential that gives the largest values from the energy spectrum
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and transition dipole matrix. This is related to the famous prob-
lem given by Kac. [31] The ideal energy spacing to get hyperpo-
larizabilities at the limit can be determined from Monte Carlo
techniques;[32] but, there is no reliable way to get the underly-
ing Hamiltonian. We assume that the potential can be approxi-
mated by a polynomial, which is a truncation of the full power
series that describes the potential. Such polynomials, if enough
terms are included, can approximate most well-behaved func-
tions, where the range of validity and accuracy of the polyno-
mial representation of a function increases as the number of
terms is increased. In contrast, a real Laurent series can also
represent scale-invariant, singular potentials, and may be an ap-
proach for future consideration.

The current approach is tested by comparing the transition
dipole moments and energy spectrum calculated from the ap-
proximate polynomial potential to the initial transition dipole
moments and energy spectrum of a multilevel system. We also
test a locus of energy spectra and transition dipole moments
in the neighborhood of the resultant parameters corresponding
to the limiting case to help understand the apparent gap be-
tween the hyperpolarizability calculated from previously stud-
ied classes of potentials and the limit calculated from the TRK
sum rules under the constraints of the three level ansatz.

Using this approach, we find the same apparent limit as was
found in other past studies that can be found in the literature,
giving one more piece of confirming evidence that the lower
limit may be the true one.[12]

2. THEORY

We study systems that can be described by a one-dimensional,
single-particle Hamiltonian of the form

H =
p2

2m
+ V (x) , (1)

where p is the momentum operator, m is the mass, and V (x)
is the spatially dependent potential. We consider those cases
in which the potential may be written as a power series in the
position of the form

V (x) =
∞

∑
q=0

aq (x − c)q , (2)

where the aq are the series coefficients and c is a constant. The
time-independent Schrödinger equation is then given by[

p2

2m
+

∞

∑
q=0

aq (x − c)q

]
|n⟩ = En |n⟩ , (3)

where En is the energy of eigenstate |n⟩.
Taking the inner product with ⟨ℓ| and using closure,

1 =
∞

∑
i=0

|i⟩ ⟨i| , (4)

we can rewrite Eq. 3 as the matrix equation

∞

∑
q=0

∞

∑
i1,...,iq=0

aq
(
xℓi1

− c δℓi1

) (
xi1i2 − c δi1i2

)
. . .

(
xiqn − c δiqn

)
+

1
2m

∞

∑
i=0

pℓi pin = δℓnEn. (5)

We have used shorthand notation in Eq. 5 where Aℓn =
⟨ℓ| A |n⟩ for the operator A.

Taking the matrix elements of the commutator ⟨l| [x, H] |n⟩,
we can express momentum matrix elements as

pnℓ = −i
m
h̄

Enℓxnℓ, (6)

where Enℓ = En − Eℓ. Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 5 and setting
c = x00 gives

− m
2h̄2

∞

∑
i=0

EℓiEinxℓixin +
∞

∑
q=0

∞

∑
i1,...,iq=0

aqxℓi1
xi1i2 . . . xiqn = δℓnEn,

(7)
where xij = xij − x00 δij. Defining

Bnℓ (q) =
∞

∑
i1,...,iq=0

xℓi1
xi1i2 . . . xiqn (8)

and

Cnℓ =
m

2h̄2

∞

∑
i=0

EℓiEinxℓixin + δnℓEn, (9)

Eq. 7 can be re-expressed in the simple form
∞

∑
q=0

aqBnℓ (q) = Cnℓ. (10)

The approach is to find a set of coefficients aq in Eq. 10 for a
truncated N-state model in terms of only the transition dipole
moments and energies. Because the transition dipole moment
matrix is Hermitian, the matrix must be symmetric when the
matrix elements are real, i.e. xij = xji, which limits Eq. 10 to at
most M linearly independent equations, where M is given by
the triangular number

M =
N

∑
n=1

n =
1
2
(N + 1) N. (11)

3. METHOD

The matrix equation given by Eq. 10 may be written in the form

B′a = c . (12)

Setting k = N − 1 as the largest excited state, the B′ matrix is
given as

B00 (0) B00 (1) B00 (2) B00 (3) · · · B00 (M − 1)

B01 (0) B01 (1) B01 (2) B01 (3) · · · B01 (M − 1)

B11 (0) B11 (1) B11 (2) B11 (3) · · · B11 (M − 1)

B02 (0) B02 (1) B02 (2) B02 (3) · · · B02 (M − 1)
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

Bkk (0) Bkk (1) Bkk (2) Bkk (3) · · · Bkk (M − 1)


along with the vectors

a =



a0

a1

a2

a3
...

aM−1


and c =



C00

C01

C11

C02
...

Ckk


.
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The matrix B′ is singular and often contains large, ill-
conditioned submatrices. Because the rank of the matrix B′ is
less than M, there exists no inverse and Eq. 10 may have no so-
lution. Therefore we approximate the Penrose-Moore pseudo-
inverse via the singular value decomposition (SVD) method to
find the least-norm solution for a in the matrix equation given
by Eq. 12.[33] Note that there may be many other approaches
to solve singular matrix equations with specific attributes based
on the numerical values of the elements; however, our strategy
is to use a generalized method that quickly approximates the
polynomial coefficients so that we may incorporate this method
into a Monte Carlo simulation as detailed in the discussion sec-
tion.
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Fig. 1. A flow diagram for determining the region of space rel-
evant for the finite input of transition moments and energies.

We first rewrite the matrix B′ as the product of the unitary
matrix of left-singular vectors, U, the diagonal matrix of singu-
lar values, S , and the Hermitian adjoint of the unitary matrix of
right-singular vectors, V†,

B′ = USV†. (13)

The Penrose-Moore pseudo-inverse, which corresponds to the
least-norm solution, follows as

B′+ = VS+U†. (14)

where the diagonal elements in S that are zero, or nearly zero,
have their reciprocal set to exactly zero in S+. Note that Eq. 7
can be displayed in a scale-free form [28] by substituting the
quantities en = En/E10, xmax = h̄/

√
2mE10, ξij = xij/xmax, and

bq = aqxmax/E10; however, the numerical method used to de-
termine the pseudo-inverse of the matrix B is sensitive to the
scale of the system. This approximation of the reciprocal diag-
onal elements of S as zero when the diagonal S elements are
either near or below the specified tolerance, which depends on
the machine’s precision, can cause changes to the shape of the
potential upon re-scaling. When the number of included states
N is large, which corresponds to potentials described by high-
degree polynomials with M coefficients (including the constant
a0), significant changes to the potential near the boundaries can
occur with very small changes to the scale. A figure-of-merit
(FOM) given by a scale-free sum-of-squares is used to measure
the accuracy of the resulting potential based on the initially in-
put and calculated output transition dipole moments and ener-
gies,

FOM =
N

∑
i=0

N

∑
j=0


∣∣∣xcalc

ij

∣∣∣2∣∣∣xcalc
max

∣∣∣2 −

∣∣∣xinit
ij

∣∣∣2∣∣xinit
max

∣∣2


2

. (15)

The scale-free form of the FOM allows us to compare the tran-
sition dipole moments of the calculated potential to the initial
values based on the shape of the potential. Because a polyno-
mial potential is scale-invariant, we are only interested in shape
of the calculated potential. Therefore, the transition dipole mo-
ments in relation to the ground state to first excited state transi-
tion dipole moment corresponds to a dimensionless FOM that
compares the calculated potential’s shape dependent parame-
ters to those of the initial potential without penalizing poten-
tials with similar shapes but slightly different sizes.

We can use a known potential energy function to check how
well the procedure can reproduce this potential for a finite num-
ber of included states. The idea, then, is to (1) apply the above
procedure to get the calculated transition dipole moments and
energies from the input transition dipole moments and energies
of the known potential; (2) determine the FOM using Equation
15; and (3) scale the initial potential’s width to give new transi-
tion dipole moments and energies, and repeat steps (1) and (2).
This procedure is repeated for a broad range of scaling factors
to identify which one yields the lowest FOM. Note that chang-
ing the offset energy does not appear to significantly change the
shape of the resulting potential function.

The solution that we seek is the truncated power series that
satisfies the given matrix equations. A high degree polynomial
can have several local extrema. Finding the proper location of
a potential well can be challenging as other minima may also
be present outside, or inside, the domain of interest. In ad-
dition to the resultant truncation of a power series to a finite
sum of powers used to describe the potential, the truncation of
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Fig. 2. Flow diagrams for determining the boundary locations using two different methods.

bound states limits the number of finite transition dipole mo-
ments used to find this potential. Thus, the information given
to find the potential spans a finite domain, and the behavior of
the potential beyond the relevant width must be removed. To
find the appropriate domain, we first locate a minimum, which
is characteristic of any potential well. Multiple minima are of-
ten a residual result of using high-degree polynomials and may
exist outside of the domain. Multiple local minima, however,
may also be present inside the domain, and choosing the proper
domain can prove difficult with limited information from the fi-
nite number of transition dipole moments and energies. The
method we used to identify the region of space relevant to the
initial quantum system with only knowing the transition dipole
moments and energies shown in Fig. 1.

When the highest power in the polynomial potential is odd

with a nonzero coefficient or when the highest power is even
with a negative coefficient, there must be a boundary intro-
duced by us to neglect the other features of the potential outside
the calculable domain (outside the potential well). Note that
these set boundary locations can affect the calculated eigenen-
ergies and wavefunctions. Thus, we consider potential wells
with boundaries far from the walls and with potential energies
at the boundaries that are much greater than the energy of the
largest excited state. The boundary effects on the wavefunc-
tions is minimal under these circumstances, where the tail of
the probability distribution is approximately zero at these loca-
tions. The methods we use to set the boundaries are both shown
in Fig. 2.

Note that we use Dirichlet boundary conditions, which re-
move the continuum state contributions. We choose to set
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Fig. 3. The QHO potential (dashed) and the polynomial approximation to the potential (solid), which are calculated from the tran-
sition dipole moments and energies for different values of the angular frequency, ω. The inset shows a re-scaled view of the right-
most local minimum at ∼ 3.1 a. u. for the same graph when ω = 0.52 a. u.

boundaries using these conditions because the least-norm solu-
tion only considers the behavior of the potential in the vicinity
of the potential well. The behavior outside of this region should
be uncorrelated with the approximate solution to the potential
in this region. An example would be an odd-degree polyno-
mial solution with a non-zero value associated with the highest
coefficient, which causes the potential functions to rapidly ap-
proach positive (negative) and negative (positive) infinity as the
coordinate limits approach ±∞ (depending on the sign of the
coefficient). Additionally, other unwanted features in the poten-
tial may manifest away from the bound state region, where the
known transition dipole moments give little information about
other regions.

For example, the eight-level model discussed in the next
section has a resultant polynomial potential with a maximum
power that is odd, and considering the potential out to x = ±∞
can result in an unphysical Hamiltonian if clear boundaries
are not placed on the function. Likewise, polynomial poten-
tials with a maximum power that is even can also occur, where
an example would be the six-level model. Finding the best
approximation to the potential from a finite matrix approach
when the maximum power is even can result in a negative co-
efficient for the maximum power. Thus, although there is a
good fit to the potential around the well, the fit to the poten-
tial far from the well can be quite poor. The reproduced poten-
tial when ω = 10 a. u. shown on the right side in Fig. 3 has
a negative value for the largest coefficient of the polynomial,
a20 ≈ −0.0801 a. u. This approximation to the harmonic oscil-
lator corresponds to a good representation near the well mini-
mum, but results in a barrier with a sunken peak if we do not
set boundaries around the well. In the following section, the
approximate potential is considered a good fit when the largest
energy eigenvalue considered in the calculation is much less
than the value of the potential at the Dirichlet boundary. Note
that all values are given in atomic units, a. u., by setting h̄ = 1,
e = 1, m = 1, and (4πϵ0)

−1 = 1.

4. DISCUSSION

A. Scale dependence

The pseudo-inverse of the B matrix only provides an approx-
imation to the potential’s power series coefficients when B is
singular. The SVD method gives the best approximation to

the pseudo-inverse, where changes in the transition dipole mo-
ments and energies as parameters affect the results. This scale
sensitivity is the primary reason we scanned the ground state
to first excited state transition parameter over two orders-of-
magnitude (correlating to changes in all transition energies and
transition dipole moment parameters). Note that the optimal
potentials did not occur at the same E10 value, nor did there ap-
pear to be a common trend such as a convergence for decreasing
or increasing the E10 parameter. Those optimized potentials dis-
covered by this method swept the entire range, where we only
limited the range of possible values to allow for a reasonable
computation time. Note that the shape of the resultant poten-
tial was negligibly sensitive to the choice of initial ground state
energy, E0.

We use the one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator
(QHO), which has a well-known analytical solution, to evalu-
ate the influence of scaling on the numerically approximated
coefficients of the truncated power series that represents the
potential with six states. Fig. 3 shows the harmonic potential
and the numerically-determined potential using the actual tran-
sition dipole moments and energies as input parameters for dif-
fering length scales as quantified by the natural frequency of
oscillation, ω. Also shown are the figures of merit. Very differ-
ent potentials result.

The lowest angular frequency, shown in Fig. 3(a), has a
harmonic-like shape near the local minimum at coordinate zero,
but this local minimum is straddled by two narrow and deep
wells, which affect the wavefunctions significantly. The mini-
mum is shown in the inset. This corresponds to the least-norm
solution about the region of interest near the origin’s local min-
imum.1 A large FOM is an indication that the polynomial ap-
proximation is poor for this scaling.

Re-scaling by increasing the energy spacing and decreasing
the transition dipole moments by increasing ω removes the
deep wells at the boundaries caused by the sharply varying
polynomial. The FOM also becomes smaller for this re-scaling.
The minimum flattens significantly around ω ≈ 1 a. u. as
shown in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(c) shows that increasing ω further
gives a potential that best approximates the QHO which coin-
cides with the smallest FOM. The largest discrepancies between
the true QHO potential and the polynomial approximation ap-

1When the matrix equation Ax = b has many solutions, the least-norm solu-
tion is the vector x with the lowest norm.
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Fig. 4. The CQHO potential (dashed) and the polynomial ap-
proximation to the potential using a seven-state model (solid),
which are computed using the actual transition dipole mo-
ments and energies as the input using the procedure described
above for ω = 25 a. u.

pear beyond the highest energy level used in the approxima-
tion, so meets the criteria of a good approximation.

B. Clipped quantum harmonic oscillator
A nonzero hyperpolarizability requires the system to be asym-
metric. The clipped quantum harmonic oscillator (CQHO) has
known solutions that correspond to the odd-integer eigenval-
ues of the QHO. The Dirichlet boundary on the clipped side
of the potential causes a significant asymmetric spatial profile.
In addition to the large hyperpolarizability, the half potential
boundary produces transition dipole moments that a truncated
power series cannot represent well.

The actual transition dipole moments and energies for the
CQHO are used to approximate the potential with a polyno-
mial, and the results are shown in Fig. 4 for a seven level model.
The initial potential was scaled with ω = 25 a. u. The potential
calculated from the transition dipole moments and energies is
asymmetric, but the truncated power series is not a good ap-
proximation to the clipped side of the well.

Because the truncated power series is a poor approximation
to the CQHO potential, the transition dipole moments and en-
ergies that result may be significantly different from those of
the actual CQHO potential. In turn, the hyperpolarizability of
the approximated potential may also be different than that cal-
culated for the CQHO potential. As such, one approach is to
increase the number of states (and increase the polynomial de-
gree of the model potential) in an effort to increase the accuracy.

The intrinsic hyperpolarizability as a function of the num-
ber of states used in the model is shown in Fig. 5a. The angular
frequency was determined by a Monte Carlo technique, where
ω = 10η in atomic units with the random number η ranging be-
tween 0.1 and 100. Seventy-five random samples were taken,
and the one that gave polynomial potentials resulting in the
smallest FOMs were used to calculate the hyperpolarizability.

The variations in the intrinsic hyperpolarizability as a func-
tion of the number of contributing states can be observed in Fig.
5a. They cluster near the accepted value of 0.57 for the CQHO.
Note that as the numbers of the states is increased, the term
with the largest exponent in the polynomial increases, which
increases the sensitivity of the calculation to the width of the
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Fig. 5. (a) The intrinsic hyperpolarizability of a quantum
clipped harmonic oscillator and (b) the FOM divided by the
number of states squared as functions of the number of states
used to calculate the intrinsic hyperpolarizability.

CQHO potential.
The FOM/N2 as a function of the number of states is given

in Fig. 5b. The FOM was divided by N2 because the definition
of the FOM is based on the sum-of-squares, where the number
of terms in the summation is equal to number of states squared.
Thus, the FOM is scale invariant for a specified number of states,
but should not be used to compare systems with different num-
bers of states without this modification. Note that despite divid-
ing by the total number of terms, the FOM still increases as the
number of states increases. This increase of the FOM is due to
the CQHO becoming wider with increasing energy, where the
terms from higher state contributions are larger than those from
lower states. Thus, the curve given in Fig. Fig. 5b is expected.

C. Determining potentials with large hyperpolarizabilities

We seek to find potentials with large polarizabilities using only
the required transition dipole moments and energies. For a
three-level model, the largest hyperpolarizability results when
the second excited state approaches infinity.[2] Shafei and
Kuzyk observed that when more states are included to calculate
the fundamental limit, the limit gets larger than the value given
by the three level ansatz in proportion to

√
N.[28] In this case,

the maximum occurs when all excited states are degenerate ex-
cept for one state, whose energy approaches infinity. There are
currently no known potentials that offer such a scheme, and our
goal is to find one of these. Since no system has ever been found
that exceeds the fundamental limit calculated form the three-
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level ansatz, independent of how many states are included, it
may be that such contrived systems do not result from any po-
tential, and that exotic Hamiltonians that do not represent any
real system may be required.

Including only three consecutive states results in a 5th-order
polynomial, which does not reproduce the transition energy re-
quirements, E20 ≫ E10, near the fundamental limit. A possible
scheme to mimic such a high-energy excited state that is much
greater than the preceding lower energy states would be to dis-
allow transitions from the ground state to all states except for
a transition to the first excited state and to the highest excited
state, i.e. |x0i| ≈ 0 for i = 2, ..., N − 1. These forbidden tran-
sitions to all other states make the system appear as a three-
level model with transition energy EN0, where N is in essence
the second excited state since no others contribute. In this way,
the transition energy of this contrived system can appear much
greater than E20 of the infinite square well, which has the great-
est energy spacing of all simple potentials.

When setting all these transition dipole moments to zero, the
TRK sum rules can be used to find the transition dipole mo-
ment x0N from the residual oscillator strength. When employ-
ing such a tactic, our technique generates potentials with large
FOMs that often times were unbounded (resembling barriers).
These unphysical results are attributed to setting these interme-
diate transitions to exactly zero.

We found that assigning small random numbers to the tran-
sition dipole moments from the ground state to all states, with
the exception of states 1 and N is a remedy of sorts, which
swiftly reduces the number of unphysical potentials calculated.

Note that even small nonzero numbers for the intermediate
transition dipole moments still produced large FOMs. The
polynomial approximation to the potentials that gave smaller
FOMs required that the magnitudes of the randomized transi-
tion dipole moments be increased. Note that we also attempted
to find potentials by setting the first two excited states to be near
degenerate with transition dipole moments resembling those of
a four-level model near the maximum and setting all transition
dipole moments involving other states except the highest ex-
cited state to values near zero. This latter method proved less
successful, although the complexity of many-state calculations
did not allow us to completely exhaust the search.

The well-behaved potentials with the largest intrinsic hyper-
polarizabilies calculated from this method are shown in Fig. 6
for six-, eight-, and ten-level models. These correspond to poly-
nomials truncated at x21, x36, and x55. Considering the degree
of each polynomial the potentials shown in Fig. 6 are relatively
simple. Inside the boundaries of the walls, the potential func-
tion appears to monotonically increase from one end to the op-
posing side. Thus, simple monotonic functions in deep wells
produce the largest hyperpolarizability.

Recall that the calculations leading to Fig. 6 started by set-
ting the transition dipole moments and energies to values that
should lead to hyperpolarizabilities that break the limit calcu-
lated from the three level ansatz. However, when solving the
inverse problem with the polynomial method to determine the
potential, the hyperpolarizabilities that are obtained do not ex-
ceed the limit, but are within 10% of the largest calculated val-
ues. Though this does not constitute proof, these observations
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Fig. 7. The intrinsic hyperpolarizability as a function of the
power for half potentials of simple power functions given by
Eq. 16.

are consistent with the assertion that the three-level ansatz is a
requirement for calculating the limits. Using more states leads
to a higher limit, which for an infinite number of states becomes
unbounded. Given that such divergent behavior has not been
observed suggests that these types of systems are not of the type
represented by a Schrödinger equation based on a mechanical
Hamiltonian. Thus, the TRK sum rules allows for a larger non-
linear response, but the Hamiltonians that are required would
need to be of an exotic nature that may not correspond to real
systems.

D. Half potentials of positive power
The power series potentials in Figure 6, which are endowed
with some of the largest intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities, resem-
ble simple half potentials. To test the hypothesis that power
law half potentials may yield the largest hyperpolarizabilities,
we test potentials of the form

V (x) =

{
xη for x > 0

∞ for x ≤ 0.
(16)

The sharp Dirichlet boundary at x = 0 of the half potential
makes it asymmetric for finite powers. Negative powers are not
considered, where these potentials are expected to yield lower
hyperpolarizabilities due to the continuum state contribution.

The calculated intrinsic hyperpolarizability as a function of
η is shown in Fig. 7. The curve is a near fit to a Lorentzian
centered at the origin with an approximate full width of 9. In
the limit of infinite exponent, the potential approached a centro-
symmetric box-like potential well, where the hyperpolarizabil-
ity vanishes. The intrinsic hyperpolarizability approaches a
maximum of approximately 0.696 as the exponent approaches
zero, where the potential is highly asymmetric. Using just a
single parameter power function, we observe an intrinsic hy-
perpolarizability near the largest value previously reported via
optimization techniques, which are of the order of ∼ 0.709.[6–8]

5. CONCLUSION

We have developed a method to determine an approximate
polynomial potential from transition dipole moments and en-
ergies. This method requires the use of a pseudo-inverse to

approximate the potential due to the singular/ill-conditioned
nature of the finite matrix involved in the calculation of coef-
ficients for a truncated power series. We have also created an
algorithm that locates minima and places boundaries around
the potential. These boundaries are necessary due to the finite
range of validity caused by the truncation of eigenstates.

We observe that the range of transition moments and ener-
gies that give hyperpolarizabilities near the limit do not pro-
duce well-behaved polynomial potentials when solving the in-
verse problem. This deviation is characterized by large FOMs
as well as polynomial potentials with much smaller intrinsic
hyperpolarizabilities than those determined from the transition
moments and energy spectrum that come from the TRK sum
rules. In such cases, we often find resultant potentials with
no minimum anywhere in space (barriers). This is found to
be the case for the transition dipole moments and energies in
the three-state model where the intrinsic hyperpolarizability is
at the limit. Those initial large-hyperpolarizability cases that
give resultant potentials with minima yield large FOMs, which
indicate that the potential determined by solving the inverse
problem is a poor representation of the potential.

In contrast, transition dipole moments and energies that give
a nonlinear response below the apparent limit yield a good
approximation to the potential with our method. As the hy-
perpolarizability reaches the limit, the procedure yields val-
ues that are highly unreliable, and those that exceed the limit
through the many-state catastrophe yield potentials that give
hyperpolarizabilities below the limits when our method gives
a reliable potential well as determined from the FOM. The fact
that the procedure breaks down when the transition dipole mo-
ments and energies give a nonlinear-optical response approach-
ing the limit may be an indicator that the limit is unattainable
for a system that is described by a polynomial potential or per-
haps for any physical potential. This might imply that reach-
ing the limit requires exotic Hamiltonians that go beyond the
mechanical Hamiltonian on which the Schrödinger equation is
based. Furthermore, this work provides insights into the three-
level ansatz, which appears to be a requirement for not over-
estimating the fundamental limit, an assertion that might be
unprovable.[28]

Figure 8 is a highly schematic summary of the intrinsic
hyperpolarizability range calculated from the inverse method,
βcalc

int , as a function of the intrinsic hyperpolarizability calculated
from transition moments and energies constrained by the sum
rules, βSR

int . When the sum-rule-constrained transition moments
and energies yield an intrinsic hyperpolarizability below about
0.7 (βSR

int . 0.7), the procedure described here gives a potential
energy function that when used in the Schrodinger Equation
leads to an intrinsic hyperpolarizability that is smaller than the
one obtained with the sum rules βcalc

int . βSR
int), as represented by

the blue-hashed region. When the sum-rule-constrained energy
and transition moments are chosen to be above 0.7 (βSR

int & 0.7)
our procedure breaks down and does not produce a potential
energy function. This region of unstable inverse, shaded in yel-
low, indicates that our method cannot reliably find a potential
with an intrinsic hyperpolarizability near the limit, so may be
an indication of the impossibility of reaching the limit. This is
yet another method that implies that the true limit may be on
the order of 0.709 of the intrinsic value.

We have discovered potentials from this method that ap-
proach the apparent limits of the intrinsic hyperpolarizability.
Attempts to find larger intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities via this
method resulted in strange potentials that possessed signifi-
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Fig. 8. Highly schematic representation of the hyperpolariz-
ability range calculated from the inverse method, βcalc

int , as a
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cantly lower intrinsic values. The potentials that we discovered
with the largest intrinsic hyperpolarizabilities resembled sim-
ple monotonically increasing half potentials. This motivated
us to evaluate power law potentials, with positive exponent,
which are found to fall just short of the apparent limit of 0.709
when the power vanishes. It is interesting that varying just one
parameter yields an intrinsic hyperpolarizability that nearly
spans the full range that is possible.

Though the approach that we developed here is a useful
tool for determining a potential energy function from transi-
tion dipole moments and energy spectrum, it is telling us that
regimes where this technique breaks down are those that obey
the TRK sum rules but not the three-level ansatz. As such, this
type of approach may be a more powerful tool in investigations
of the structure of the theory of limits for systems at or beyond
the limit. For this approach to yield a rigorous test of hypothe-
ses about the behavior of the nonlinear response at the limit
requires further refinements, which we are presently pursuing.
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